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Inaugural CBi Annual Meeting
Geneva, 7-9 February 2017 

Connecting Business initiative Member Networks and partners met in Geneva for the inaugural CBi

Annual Meeting. This was the first opportunity for CBi Member Networks from 12 countries and regions to

come together to share experiences, discuss common challenges and identify opportunities for

collaboration among networks and with other CBi partners. The meeting also provided an opportunity for

strategic planning discussions, including for regional networks or communities of practice in the Pacific,

Asia and Africa. Read more here and watch video interviews of all the networks and CBi Executive

Council Members.

CBi's Executive Committee Meeting
Geneva 6 February 2017 

CBi's Executive Committee met to approve the four-year strategy and 2017 work plan of the initiative. The

Conrad N. Hilton Foundation and OCHA were appointed Co-Chairs of the Executive Committee. We thank

our Co-Chairs and our other Executive Committee members - the Government of Belgium, the Boston

Consulting Group, UPS Foundation, International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies,

the Philippine Disaster Resilience Foundation and UNDP - for a very productive meeting.

Other recent events
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World Economic Forum, 20 January 2017, Davos, Switzerland. Stephen O'Brien, United Nations

Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator

represented CBi in the Transferable Models for Localization of the SDGs - 1BC Interactive

Solutions Forum.

Nordic Innovation Day, 23 January 2017, Helsinki, Finland. CBi provided support the Nordic

Innovation Day, including solution-oriented workshops on humanitarian and resilience innovations

in Syria and neighboring countries.

Humanitarian Networks and Partnership Week, 6-10 February 2017, Geneva, Switzerland. CBi

organised an Annual Forum and regional meetings throughout the week.

RESCON: Resilience Conference, 7-9 March 2017, New Orleans, USA. CBi organised a

Thought Leadership Forum: Role of the Private Sector in Reducing Disaster Risks and Building

Resilience with partners.

Regional Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction in the Americas, 7-9 March 2017, Montreal,

Canada. 

Istanbul Development Dialogues: Risk and Resilience, 23-24 March 2017, Istanbul, Turkey. CBi

organised a panel on "Risk, resilience, and the private sector". Watch the panel recording here.

UN Global Compact Making Global Goals Local Business, 26-27 April 2017, New Delhi, India.

Upcoming events

Global Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction, 22-26 May 2017, Cancun, Mexico. CBi Member

Networks from Fiji, Mexico and the Philippines will share their experiences.

Regional Humanitarian Partnerships Forum, 7-9 June 2017, Bangkok, Thailand. CBi will organise

its Regional Meeting during the Regional Humanitarian Partnership Forum in Bangkok on 9 June

2017.

Update on CBi Member Networks
CBi works with Member Networks in 13 locations to increase the scale and effectiveness of private sector

engagement in disaster risk management. The aim is to reach 40 locations by 2020.
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Côte d'Ivoire

The Côte d’Ivoire Private Sector Humanitarian Platform was launched

on 6 April 2017 by the Minister of Families, Child Protection and

Solidarity, Ms. Mariatou Koné, Humanitarian Coordinator, Mr. Babacar

Cissé and Representative of the Confédération Générale des

Entreprises de Côte d’Ivoire (CGECI), Ms. Touré. Read more here.

East Africa

The Humanitarian Private Partnership Platform Chair represented the

private sector in the high-level UN and government field visit to assess

and raise awareness of the effects of the severe drought. The HPPP

Chair, Equity Bank, also received the Humanitarian Resilience Impact

Award at the Global Resilience Summit RES/CON 2017 held in March in

New Orleans, United States. Read more in the latest HPPP newsletter here.

Fiji

The Fiji Business Disaster Resilience Council recently mobilized to

prepare for Cyclone Ella, circulating  weather alerts and disaster

preparedness material to its members. The Council is mapping its

members' capacities to respond to emergencies and is linking those

members with other humanitarian actors to enter into long term

agreements. It is also exploring opportunities for members to implement climate mitigation and adaptation

projects.

Haiti

L’Alliance pour la Gestion des Risques et la Continuité des Activités is

mobilizing more private sector members to link with the national

humanitarian system. AGERCA is also focusing on providing business

continuity training to its members and the small businesses that form

part of their value chain.

Madagascar

The Madagascar Private Sector Humanitarian Platform mobilized to

respond to Cyclone Enawo since March as part of the national

emergency response system. Cyclone Enawo was the biggest storm in

more than a decade to hit Madagascar affecting 433,985 people. The

PSHP activated its joint contingency plan, providing alerts to members
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ahead of the cyclone to reduce disaster risks to businesses and communities. PSHP representatives

participated in humanitarian cluster and inter-cluster meetings, where they identified opportunities to

provide resources to meet humanitarian needs. They also quickly mobilized funding for food and non-food

items to 8,330 affected families and provided cash transfers to 3,786 affected families. They also helped

to build back 20 schools, provide relief items and helped to repair 130 houses.

Mexico

Centro Nacional de Apoyo para Contingencias Epidemiologicas y Desastres, A.C. is developing a small

business resilience training package, with support from the UPS Foundation. This training package will

target small and medium sized enterprises and will be rolled out in the second half of 2017.

Myanmar

The Myanmar Private Sector Network for Disaster Management will be formally launched in 2017, working

closely with the national disaster management system. The MPD Network will map its members'

capacities to provide technical expertise to inform sectorial coordination.

Nigeria

The Nigeria Economic Summit Group will launch a Humanitarian Private Sector Partnership Platform in

late June. This Platform will provide a forum for ongoing public-private dialogue on natural disasters, long-

term emergencies due to conflict, and complex urban and out of camp displacement situations.

Pacific

The Pacific Island Private Sector Organisation has launched a regional private sector network for disaster

risk reduction, emergency preparedness, response and recovery. This network will provide a forum for

knowledge exchange and will support its members to engage with national disaster risk management

systems.

Philippines

The Philippines Disaster Resilience Foundation recently responded to

Typhoons Haima and Nock Ten, with members donating relief packs,

non-food items, fuel, power, water, communications and logistics

services, as well as other support. PDRF shared its experiences in

disaster risk management with global partners at the RESCON

Resilience Conference in New Orleans, March 2017. PDRF is working closely with CBi and regional

partners to support other private sector networks in Asia and the Pacific.

Sri Lanka
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The Asia Pacific Alliance for Disaster Management Sri Lanka has

mobilized private sector to support the communities who were affected

by the Meethotamulla garbage dump disaster in April. 1,500 people

were left displaced. The drought response also continues. Read more

here.

Turkey

Saglam Kobi is leading a private sector alliance in Turkey to strengthen partnerships between business

organizations and with other actors on disaster risk management. It was presented at the Istanbul

Development Dialogue on Risk and Resilience in March 2017. It also continues to support SME disaster

preparedness and resilience.

Vanuatu

CBi is partnering with the Vanuatu Chamber of Commerce & Industry (VCCI) to launch the Vanuatu

Business Disaster Resilience Committee. VCCI recently mobilized to prepare for Cyclone Donna in

Vanuatu, working with the national disaster management office and humanitarian clusters. VCCI plans to

launch the Committee in the coming months.

Support opportunities
Support the response to the Four Famines (Nigeria, Somalia, Yemen and South Sudan) –

read how you can help from the Business Guide

Support the response in Yemen - read how you can help from the Business Guide

Support the response to flooding and heavy rainfall in Peru - read how you can help from

the Business Guide 
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CBi videos
Private sector role in disaster risk reduction and emergencies (en français / en español) 

Animation video about CBi (en français / en español)

Playlist of 16 interviews with CBi Member Networks and Executive Council members

Resources 
Children in Humanitarian Emergencies: What Businesses Can Do - This

practical guide for businesses was launched by UNICEF and the United

Nations Global Compact in late 2016. It recommends three steps for

private sector engagement in humanitarian action: act responsibly, find

opportunities and take action. Contact us if you are interested in receiving

dedicated training on children in humanitarian emergencies.

Would you like to showcase your resources? Let us know!

Join the Connecting Business initiative as a Member Network, Program Partner and/or Resource
Partner. Find out more and contact ConnectingBusiness@un.org to get involved.  
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